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FANTOCHE 2018: «Doucement Sexy» and a focus on Latvia 
From September 4th to 9th, the International Animation Film Festival Fantoche will be presenting the full spectrum 
of animation with 185 events at 14 venues: an international competition, current feature films, three Latvian short 
film programmes, VR experiences, a focus on "Doucement Sexy" animation and an exhibition of the GSFA, which 
allows a look behind the scenes. Among the feature films, there are five distinctly political contributions. The 
«Fantoche Industry Day» will be extended with a new «Swiss Industry Night», reinforcing the idea of exchange 
and networking at the festival. In the competition we will meet many participants of earlier festivals again. The 
award ceremony will take place on September 9th at 6 pm at TRAFO in Baden. 

«Doucement Sexy» 
In the curated focus «Doucement Sexy», the Czech curator Eliška Děcká shows the erotic and sensual sides of  
animated short film in three short film programmes —often tongue in cheek, but also tender, brutal and 
provocative, as in the Japanese feature film «Belladonna of Sadness». In «Animeo & Humania» the animated film 
flirts with Theater Marie. This is where two supposedly very different forms of expression meet — theatre, which 
emerges out of the moment, and animated film, which we only get to see as a finished product. The International 
Comix Festival Fumetto shows a lust-encouraging selection of erotic comics in the boudoir. And the Reformed 
Church opens its doors to discussions about «Sense and Sensuality». Pastor Christina Huppenbauer puts an 
animated film at the center of her service. The popular «Bagno Popolare» also gets a new edition: Because  
physical pleasures were as much part of the bathing and spa tradition of the city as healing effects of water were, 
to which men and women of different social strata devoted themselves. 

100 Years of Latvia 
In terms of animation filmmaking, Latvia is often in the shadow of its neighbouring state Estonia. On the occasion 
of the 100th anniversary of the founding of the state, Fantoche focuses on the little-known production of animated 
film in Latvia. 1966 was both the birth year of Latvian animation,, and of the film «Ki-ke-ri-gū!» by Arnolds Burovs 
(1915-2006). «With Burovs as an influential person, his technique, the puppet animation, also influenced Latvian 
animated filmmaking for many years. Today the country is rich in smaller and larger studios such as Rija Films or 
Atom Art, which produce short or long films with a variety of techniques», says Uldis Makulis, curator of the three 
short film programmes for young and old. Many second-to-third-generation filmmakers from Burov's school have 
been guests at Fantoche: films by Anete Melece, Edmunds Jansons, Vladimirs Leščovs and Signe Baumane 
have always been screened at Fantoche, and will be also this year, of course. Edmunds Janson also gives an 
insight into the development of a new feature film on which he is currently working. With Elizabete Balčus, 
Waterflower and Gas of Latvia, there are also interesting musicians in the evening programme of Fantoche at 
Royal. 

 «Animation Multimedial» 
Thanks to online animation platforms and freeware, animation has been massively popularized in recent years, 
similarly to filmmaking, thanks to the emergence of cheap video cameras in the 1970s, or to photography, thanks 
to the 35mm camera. Today, every primary school student can make a GIF. In addition, new technologies for 
Virtual Reality (VR), 360° and Augmented Reality (AR) are spreading very fast - at the same time, filmmakers are 
gradually developing creative applications for them. «Storytelling with immersive technology offers entirely new 
possibilities and narrative forms that are appealing to explore and discover forboth animators and audiences. With 
AR, digital elements are placed across the physical world, allowing one to connect the real with the digital. With 
VR you dive into a completely virtual, accessible world. In this context, one even speaks of 'Storyliving'», says 
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Manu Weiss, who has compiled the best new animated experiences for Fantoche; some of these international 
works invite to explore, others call for active participation in the virtual sphere. 

Swiss Animation – in motion!  
The exhibition of the Groupement Suisse du Film d'Animation (GSFA) at the Kunstraum Baden provides a unique 
insight behind the scenes and into the studios of 25 Swiss animation artists and their different ways of working. 
The elaborate work phases are shown: from the first sketches and notes to style studies and storyboards, to 
image editors or models and dolls, to the finished, set pieces that can also be seen. Some animators are present 
in the exhibition, so you can effectively look over their shoulders while they are working. Among others Elena 
Madrid, Claudius Gentinetta and Frederic Siegel work on their current projects in the exhibition and explain what 
they are doing. 

Competition 
73 short films are in the three competitions, 22 of them from Switzerland. With Claudius Gentinetta and Lotti 
Bauer, two Swiss submissions will also be represented in the International Competition this year. Furthermore, a 
striking number of former participants are back in the competitions this year. «Fantoche is pleased when 
filmmakers whose careers have contributed to the festival continue to receive the opportunity to create free short 
films and develop their creativity - because that's not a given,» says festival director Annette Schindler. In the 
Swiss competition, there are a remarkable number of contributions from the French part of Switzerland, as many 
as from the much more populous German-speaking part. A total of 2349 short films from, among others, 
Switzerland, France, Belgium, Germany, the United Kingdom, Russia, Iran, USA and Mexico were submitted. Of 
these, Fantoche is showing a further 30 short films «hors concours» in addition to the competition programmes. 

International Competition Awards: Best Film, High Risk (Grand Casino Baden), New Talent (FedEx 
Express Switzerland Sàrl), Best Sound, Audience Award International Competition (Julius Bär 
Foundation) 

Swiss Competition Awards: Best Swiss (SUISSIMAGE/SSA), High Swiss Risk (Fantoche Fans), New 
Swiss Talent (Jingle Jungle),  Fantastic Swiss (NIFFF - Neuchâtel International Fantastic Film 
Festival),  Swiss Youth Award (Castellinaria, Festival internazionale del cinema giovane Bellinzona), 
Audience Award Swiss Competition (SRG SSR) 

Kids’ Competition Awards: Best Kids, Children’s Audience Award (Kaufmann Turmkrane AG)  

Current Feature Films 
Among the 21 current feature films this year, five are highly historical and political. This may come as a surprise: 
«Animation is an extraordinarily slow process that cannot deal with daily politics», says festival director Annette 
Schindler. «On the other hand, animation can document, among other things, what every film camera is denied - 
such as historical or military events.» This is what the Swiss Anidoc «Chris the Swiss» does, for example. Director 
Anja Kofmel looks for explanations for the death of her cousin, who joined a mercenary troupe in the Balkan 
conflict, and fills the gaps between his film fragments and notes with animation. «Funan» is dedicated to the Era 
of the Khmer Rouge in Cambodia, the Oscar-dominated book adaptation «The Breadwinner» (executive producer 
Angelina Jolie) shows Kabul under the rule of the Taliban, «Another Day of Life» Ryszard Kapuściński's view of 
Africa and «Un homme est mort» a workers strike in France in the 1950s. In the broadest sense, the movie «La 
Casa Lobo» could also be counted among the political films dedicated to a dark chapter of Chilean-German 
history on a purely symbolic level, but with a unique technique of life-size animation. 

In addition, Fantoche shows the Swiss cinema premiere of the Japanese anime mega hit «Your Name», one of 
the most successful anime films of all time, and absurd action, shootings, gangsters and aliens in «Mutafukaz». In 
the making-ofs Anja Kofmel (director «Chris the Swiss»), Kim Keukeleire (lead animator «Isle of Dogs»), Roy Bell 
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(head of painting «Isle of Dogs») and Jakob Schuh (writer and director «Revolting Rhymes»), among others, 
report on the making of their films. 

Swiss Industry Night & Fantoche Industry Day 
As an extension of the «Fantoche Industry Day», the new «Swiss Industry Night» will be taking place for the first 
time this year on September 6th asking, «what’s up in Switzerland?». Fantoche shows a cross-section of the 
active commercial animated film scene– not without self-criticism. Together with our new partner Swissfilm 
Association one clip will be entered into the race for the commission and advertising film prize Edi.18 

The next day, September 7th, will be the fourth «Fantoche Industry Day». The focus is on feature films and web 
series that are currently experiencing a veritable boom in Europe. In addition to practical reports and keynotes, 
the «Fantoche Industry Day» offers an ideal platform for networking and initiating collaborations. Highlight is the 
keynote with Emilie Goulet, 2nd Unit Animator of Pixar Animation Studios, who most recently did 2nd unit and 
crowd animations for «Incredibles 2» (2018) and «Coco» (2017). 

As in previous years, three «Coming Soons» will be presented: «Buñuel in the Labyrinth of the Turtles», «I Lost 
my Body» and «Jacob, Mimmi and the Talking Dogs». As well as the «making-ofs», these were curated by Erik 
van Drunen. 

Expanded 
The Fantoche retrospectives pay homage to female pioneers this year: Monique Renault was one of the first 
female animators to openly address topics such as female sexuality, gender roles and prejudice since the 1970s. 
Fantoche presents a selection of her best short films curated by Eliška Děcká - thanks to sharp humor and irony, 
the films are not just food for thought, they are also disarmingly funny. Vera Neubauer is a jury member in the 
Swiss competition this year – a welcome reason to dedicate a retrospective to her work: Fantoche introduces her 
as an artist who not only masters crocheting and drawing, but also experimenting with everyday objects and 
actors. Neubauer's interest in the stories and positions of women is a running motif throughout her work. 

Outside the cinemas, the festival takes place in «Animated Bus Rides»: The Fantoche film bus on Bahnhofplatz 
serves daily changing short films about adventurous journeys, emotional road trips and crazy road users on four 
wheels - open to everybody, free and with extensive opening hours: just take a seat and enjoy a movie. Or in the 
Fantoche-Beiz, at Royal or on the improvised football pitch in the Kurpark. 
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OVERVIEW AND INFORMATION FOR THE MEDIA  
Screener and Viewing Room 
Fantoche provides media professionals with advanced screeners of some feature films. In addition, pre-selected 
short films from our submissions can be viewed throughout the festival in our Fantoche Cinematheque, no 
registration required. Our media office will be happy to provide you with more details. 

Picture material and further information 
The visual design for Fantoche 2017 and film stills are available to download from our website: 
fantoche.ch/en/downloads/picture-material 

Fantoche catalogue 
The festival catalogue is available free of charge for media professionals at the festival centre from September 4 
2018. 

Fantoche App 
The Fantoche mobile app for iPhone, iPad and Android can be downloaded for free from the iTunes App Store 
and Google Play Store. The Magic Eye function activates teasers with excerpts of the competition programmes or 
trailers of feature films with the images in the programme brochure.  

Media Accreditation 
To receive your media accreditation, please register on the Fantoche website. You will receive a confirmation 
message and a personal code for starticket.ch, as well as other information relating to your accreditation. Use this 
code to book your ticket in advance. You can collect your accreditation documents at the information desk in the 
Festival Center. Your individual ticket per event can be picked up at the cinema box office with your 
accreditation/festival pass. 

Social Media 
twitter.com/fantoche_baden 
facebook.com/fantoche.ch 
instagram.com/fantoche_festival 
youtube.com/FantocheAnimation 
vimeo.com/fantoche 

#fantoche #fantoche2018 

Media contact 
Philine Erni, +41 79 127 52 12, media@fantoche.ch 
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PRESENT MOVIEMAKERS AND ANIMATION EXPERTS 
Fantoche is looking forward to welcome an exceptionally large number of filmmakers and animation experts in 
Baden. With their talks, their participation at the «Industry Night» or «Industry Day» and their presence at the 
«Artist Brunch», they make a essential contribution to the festival. Please contact our media office for a detailed 
list of all the professionals attending the festival.  

This list will be updated continuously. Are you interested in an interview? Then contact us at media@fantoche.ch. 
There you will also receive an updated list of all present filmmakers and professionals. 

Elie Chapuis  CH      Jury Int. Wetttbewerb 
Cord Dueppe  DE      Jury Int. Wetttbewerb  
Jen Hall   UK      Jury Int. Wetttbewerb 
Susanne Läng  CH      Jury Int. Wetttbewerb  
Tünde Vollenbroek NL      Jury Int. Wetttbewerb 
Vera Neubauer  UK      Jury Schweizer Wettbewerb 
Bruno Quiblier  CH      Jury Schweizer Wettbewerb 
Anna Zača  LV      Jury Schweizer Wettbewerb 
 
David Alric  GB Founder & Producer, Bobby Prod  Fantoche Industry Day 
Elisabete Balčus  LV Musician    Royal 
Zoë Baldinger  CH Art Director Baldinger + Baldinger  Swiss Industry Night 
Marcel Barelli  CH Filmmaker    CH Competition   
Peter Beck   CH President of Swissfilm Association  Swiss Industry Night 
Roy Bell   GB Art Departement, Head of Painting «Isle of Dogs» Making-of 
Roman Beranek  CH Creative Director & Partner Projektil  Swiss Industry Night 
Rolf Brönnimann  CH Filmmaker    CH Competition  
Oliver Brunschwiler CH Head & Creative Direction, FREITAG lab.ag Swiss Industry Night 
Martin Charrière  CH Animator, Designer & Illustrator DNA Studios Swiss Industry Night 
Michelle Christiance US Musicvideo «Amsterdam»   Animated Musicvideo Darlings 
Jérémy Clapin  FR Director «I Lost My Body»   Coming Soon 
Jericca Cleland  DK Cinematographer    Fantoche Industry Day 
Michaela Čopíková SK Ove Pictures    independent ideas 
Olivier Cossu  FR Director «Un homme est mort» 
Pica Cubello  CH VFX & Animation Producer , The Band GmbH Swiss Industry Night 
Paloma Dawkins  CA      Multimedial 
Dennis Do  FR Author & Director «Funan»   
Christian Etter  CH      Multimedial   
Urs Fitze  CH Leitung Bereich Fiktion, SRF  Fantoche Industry Day 
Seraina Gabathuler CH Producer, Dschoint Ventschr  Fantoche Industry Day 
Margit Gassner  CH Head of Lilou Studio   Swiss Industry Night 
Claudius  Gentinetta CH Filmmaker    Int./CH Competition, Kunstraum 
Simone Giampaolo  CH Director, Aardman Animations  Fantoche Industry Day 
Laura Goldhamer  US Musicvideo «Amsterdam»   Animated Musicvideo Darlings 
Emilie Goulet  US 2nd Unit Animator, Pixar Animation Studios   Fantoche Industry Day 
Eran Hilleli  IL      Multimedial 
Jonas Hofmann  CH Senior Motion Designer Baldinger+Baldinger Swiss Industry Night  
Christine Huppenbauer CH Pastor     Reformierte Kirche Baden 
Andris Indans  LV Musician     Royal 
Kaspar Jancis  EE Author & Director «Captain Morten and the Spider Queen» 
Edmunds Jansons LV Director «Jacob, Mimmi and the Talking Dogs» Coming Soon, Focus Latvia 
Kim Keukeleire  BE Lead Animator «Isle of Dogs»  Making-of 
Anja Kofmel  CH Director «Chris the Swiss»   Making-of, Industry Day 
Dirk Koy   CH      Multimedial 
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Jurgis Krasons  LV Filmmaker    Focus Latvia 
Gaspare Lo Vacco Savia IT Filmmaker    Kinder-Competition 
Elena Madrid  CH Filmmaker    Kunstraum   
Gérald Marolf  CH      Multimedial 
Anna Mastnikova  CZ Filmmaker    Doucement Sexy 
Thomas Meyer-Hermann DE Producer & Director, Film Bilder  Fantoche Industry Day 
Iva Mikles  DK Künstlerin, Storytelling und Character Design Fantoche Industry Day   
Sabine Moore  LV Musikerin/VJ      Royal 
Etienne Mory  CH Filmmaker    CH Competition   
Regan Mott  GB Filmmaker     Hors Concours   
Veronika Obertová SK Ove Pictures    independent ideas  
Samuel Patthey  CH Filmmaker    CH Competition   
Reinis Petersons  LV Filmmaker     Focus Latvia 
Giori Politi  IL      Multimedial   
Brodie Powell  US Musicvideo «Amsterdam»   Animated Musicvideo Darlings 
Monique Renault  NL Filmmaker    Retrospektiv 
Dace Riduze  LV Filmmaker    Focus Latvia   
Jakob Schuh  DE Author & Director «Revolting Rhymes» Making-of 
Gregor Rosenberger CH Audio Engineer, Jingle Jungle Tonstudios Fantoche Industry Day   
Dominik Schön  DE      Multimedial   
Michael Schwarz  CH      Fantoche Industry Day 
Frederic Siegel  CH Filmmaker    Kunstraum   
Salvador Simó  ES Director «Buñuel in the Labyrinth of the Turtles» Coming Soon 
Lizete Upite  LV Filmmaker      Focus Latvia 
Franck Van Leuuwen CH Ceruleum    Fantoche Industry Day   
Killian Vilim  CH Filmmaker      CH Competition 
Karlis Vitols  LV Filmmaker      Focus Latvia 
Cyrill Weiss  CH      Fantoche Industry Day   
Stephan Wicki  CH Filmmaker    Kunstraum   
Lorenz Wunderle  CH Filmmaker      CH Competition 
Zane Zelmene  LV VJ       Royal 
Michel Ziegler  CH      Multimedial   
Gints Zilbalodis  LV Filmemaker    Focus Latvia 
The members of the children's jury will be present on Wednesday. 
 

In addition, all the programme curators are available for interviews: 

Annette Schindler (Selection, Hors Concours) 
Eliška Děcká (Doucement Sexy, Ordentlich alberne Tiere, Animated Busrides, Retrospectives) 
Erik van Drunen (Making-Ofs und Coming Soons) 
Pascal Etzensperger (It’s Gif not Jif) 
Jana Jakoubek (Erotic reading in the comic boudoir) 
Mirjam Loertscher (More than Streaming) 
Uldis Mākulis (Fokus Lettland) 
Dominique Marconi (Oscar Short List: Fantoche Choice) 
Valentina Romero (Oscar Short List: Fantoche Choice, It’s Gif not Jif) 
Rafael Sommerhalder (Eau là là! Bagno Popolare)  
Saskia von Virág (Eau là là! Bagno Popolare) 
Monica Stadler (GSFA, Kunstraum Baden) 
Immanuel Wagner (Industry Day) 
Manu Weiss (Animation Multimedial & Industry Day) 


